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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The 16 Corrective Action Sites (CASs) included in Corrective Action Unit 523 were closed by 
the following actions: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
CAS 04-22-04 (Drums): Clean-closed with no action necessary 
CAS 12-22-20 (Drum): Clean-closed 
CAS 12-30-16 (Manhole for GadAir Line): no action taken 
CAS 16-22-29 (Drum): Clean-closed with no action necessary 
CAS 18-22-24 (Bottles - Lithium Bromide): Clean-closed 
CAS 19-22-02 (Drums [3]): Clean-closed with no action necessary 
CAS 19-22-04 (Drums [3]): Clean-closed 
CAS 19-22-31 (Can): Clean-closed 
CAS 19-22-32 (Can; Debris): Clean-closed 
CAS 20-22-03 (Drums): Clean-closed with no action necessary 
CAS 20-22-10 (Drum): Cleanclosed with no action necessary 
CAS 20-22-20 (Drum): Clean-closed with no action necessary 
CAS 20-22-27 (Bucket): Clean-closed 
CAS 20-22-28 (Drums): Clean-closed 
CAS 20-22-29 (Bucket): Clean-closed 
CAS 20-26-01 (Lead Pellets): Clean-closed 
Note: CAS 12-30-16 (Manhole for GadAir Line) is part of the currently inactive 12-2 water 
transmission line running between the Area 12 Camp and the Area 2 Camp. The manhole 
contains an airhacuum release valve. The manhole and materials inside are. not waste material. 
For this reason, no action was taken to close this site; a Federal Facility Agreement and Consent 
Order modification to remove CAS 12-30-16 from CAU 355 and place it in CAU 5000 has been 
prepared, submitted, and is pending approval. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This Closure Report documents the closure activities conducted for Corrective Action Unit 
(CAU) 523: Housekeeping Waste. CAU 523 is listed in Appendix II of the Federal Facility 
Agreement and Consent Order (FFACO, 1996) and consists of the following 16 Corrective 
Action Sites (CASs) located in Areas 4, 12, 16, 18, 19, and 20 of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) 
(Figure 1): 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CAS 04-22-04: Drums 
CAS 12-22-20: Drum 
CAS 12-30-16: Manhole for GadAir Line 
CAS 16-22-29: Drum 
CAS 18-22-24: Bottles - Lithium Bromide 
CAS 19-22-02: Drums (3) 
CAS 19-22-04: Drums (3) 
CAS 19-22-32: Can; Debris 
CAS 20-22-03: Drums 
CAS 20-22-10: Drum 
CAS 20-22-20: Drum 
CAS 20-22-27: Bucket 
CAS 20-22-28: Drums 
CAS 20-22-29: Bucket 
CAS 20-26-01: Lead Pellets 
CAS 19-22-31: Can 
Note: CAS 12-30-16 (Manhole for GadAir Line) is part of the currently inactive 12-2 water 
transmission line running between the Area 12 Camp and the Area 2 Camp. The manhole 
contains an airhacuum release valve. The manhole and materials inside are not waste material. 
For this reason, no action was taken to close this site; a WAC0 modification to remove CAS 
12-30-16 from CAU 355 and place it in CAU 5000 has been prepared, submitted, and is pending 
approval. 
Closure activities consisted of closing each CAS by removing debris and/or material, disposing 
of the generated waste, and verifying that each site was clean-closed by visual inspection andor 
laboratory analysis of soil verification samples. 
Copies of analytical results are included in Appendix A. Copies of the Sectored Housekeeping 
Site Closure Verification Forms for each of the 16 CASs are included in Appendix B. 
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2.0 CLOSURE ACTIVITIES 
This section details the specific corrective action activities completed during the closure of 
CAU 523: Housekeeping Waste. 
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF CLOSURE ACTIVITIES 
2.1.1 Preplanning and Site Preparation 
. 
Planning documents prepared prior to the beginning of closure activities included the following: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Sectored Clean-uu Work Plan For Housekeeuing Category Waste Sites (U.S. Department 
of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administrations Nevada Site Office [NNSAlNSO], 
2003). 
Generic Field Manaeement Plan for Housekeeuing Categorv Waste Sites (Bechtel 
Nevada [BN], 2002 ). 
Site-Smcific Health and Safetv Plan for Corrective Action Units 176.346.350.351.352, 
& 523 Housekeeuing Sites, Nevada Test Site. Nevada (BN, 2003). 
BN Solid Waste Operations (SWO) Work Packages. 
NNSNNSO Real EstatdOperation Permit. 
BN Environmental Restoration (ER) and SWO personnel held a pre-job field briefing on July 24, 
2003 prior to the start of site-closure field activities. 
2.2 SITE CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES 
None of the CAU 523 CASs were previously sampled for waste classification and process 
knowledge was insufficient to classify the potential waste at each site. During site vists, six sites 
were found to have potential waste streams requiring waste classification. Therefore, at CAS 
12-22-20, 18-22-24, 19-22-31,20-22-27.20-22-28, and 20-22-29, samples were collected and 
analyzed to classify waste at the sites and determine the site closure activities. The samples were 
collected with clean disposable plastic scoops and placed in labeled sample containers secured 
with custody seals. The sample containers were placed on ice in a cooler and maintained at less 
than 4 degrees Celsius. They were transported under chain of custody to the BN Environmental 
Technical Services group in Mercury, Nevada, and shipped to an off-site laboratory for analysis. 
Table 1 summarizes the results of laboratory analyses performed for the characterization 
samples. Appendix A provides the analytical reports for the characterization samples. 
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR 
CHARACTERII ,TION SAMPLES 
* Contents cmplnsly m o v e d  during sampling due to sample volume rquimnmtr. 
a Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). SemimLatile Organic Compounds (SVDCs), total Resource Consmation and Recovery Act ( R W )  
Meeds. PolychlorinaDd Byphcoyls (PCBs), Total Petmleum Hydrocarbons (TPH), Gamma. and Grass AlpMeta s m p k  analyzed 
by US. Envimnmmtal m a n  Agency (EPA) SW-846 memod 8260,8270,6010 a@d 7470,8082.8015 modified, 901.1 and 906.0 
reqe&vely (EF'A, 1996). Toxicity Qlaranclv. ' ticLeachingRocedure~I€')RCRAmt.ls wereanalyledby131116010and 
131 1,7470. Sec analytical repaprr in Appodix A for labaratory dcmtion limits. 
' &ROE =Analytical results indicated Ihat the levels of mntnminaots were less lhan the EPA Region M Reliminary Remediarion Goals (PRGs) 
for indutrinl Soils P A ,  2002). 
' cRCRA = Analytical results indicated mat the waste was less fhan levek for hazardous waste wmdiing to Title 40 Code of Federal Repulatiw 
macoiavwaste ( U S  Depammnt of Enugy/Nevada O p t i m  Office IDOp/Nv], ZooOb). 
Dckinitim: 
(CFR) Part 261.24 (CFR. 2oozr). 
&RC =Analytical results were lcsr than NevadaPIuccp Mountain Roject Rdiplogical Cmml  Manual free release criteria for radioanive 
UbyL = M i U i r n ( S )  pcr livr 
In& = MilligrSmo(S) pcr kilogram ND = Not Dekcted at labaratory reporting limit or less 
NS = Not Sampled 
pwg = pcacvrics pa gram 
ppm = p a i s  per million 
labmatory Minimum Detectable Activity. See Appendin A for limits. 
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2.2.1 CAS 12-22-20: Drum 
One empty 208-liter (L) (55-gallon [gal]) antifreeze drum was located at the site. One sample 
(122220-1) was collected from the soil hrectly beneath the drum. The sample was analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs), Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) metals, total petroleum (gasoline, diesel, and motor oil 
range) hydrocarbons (TPH), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and gamma emitters. The 
analytical results from the soil below the drum were below U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency @PA) Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) for industrial soils @PA, 2002) and State 
of Nevada TPH action levels (Nevada Administrative Code [NAC], 2003). The empty drum was 
determined to be ordinary waste. The analytical data summary for the sample is included in 
Appendix A. 
2.2.2 CAS 18-22-24: Bottles - Lithium Bromide 
The Lithium Bromide bottles had been previously removed from the site. However, one 11.3-L 
(3-gal) bucket of Drill Collar Compound was found. One quarter of the bucket contained 
compound residue with the remainder filled with soil. One sample (182224-1) was collected 
from the compound inside the bucket and one sample (182224-2) was collected from the soil 
directly beneath the bucket. The samples were analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, RCRA metals, 
TPH, PCBs, gamma emitters, and gross a l p h h t a  radioactivity (182224-1 only). The analytical 
results indicated that the bucket contents contained elevated Concentrations of total lead and 
TPH. However, the contents of the bucket were completely depleted by sampling and the empty 
bucket was determined to be ordnary waste. 
Analytical results presented in Table 1 indicate that the soil beneath the bucket did not exceed 
the State of Nevada action level for TPH (NAC, 2003), the PRGs @PA, 2002) or action levels 
for any other Contaminants of Concern (COCs). Consequently, no soil was required to be 
removed from the site. Analytical data summaries for the samples are included in Appendix A. 
2.2.3 CAS 19-22-31: Can 
Three empty cans were located at the site in a small pile. One soil sample (192231-1) was 
collected from below the cans and analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, RCRA metals, TPH, PCBs, 
gamma emitters, and gross alphaheta radioactivity. The analytical results (Table 1) indicated 
that soil beneath the cans exceeded the State of Nevada action level for TPH (NAC, 2003) and 
that PCBs were present in the soil at concentrations of less than one milligram per kilogram 
(mgkg). Therefore, the soil below the cans required additional hand excavation and verification 
sampling during the site closure activities (Section 2.3.8). The empty cans were determined to 
be ordinary waste. The analytical data summary for the sample is included in Appendix A. 
2.2.4 CAS 20-22-27: Bucket 
One 19-L (5-gal) bucket and one empty 208-L (55-gal) drum were located at the site. The 
bucket contained a small amount of a grease-like substance. One sample (202227-3) was 
collected from the contents of the bucket. The contents of the bucket were completely removed 
due to the sample volume requirements. One sample (202227-1) was collected from soil beneath 
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the bucket, and one sample (202227-2) was collected from the soil beneath the empty drum. The 
samples were analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, RCRA metals, TPH, PCBs, gamma emitters, and 
gross alphdbeta radioactivity. I 
The analytical results indicated elevated total lead and TPH concentrations in the contents of the 
bucket and elevated TPH concentrations in the soil beneath the empty drum. All remaining 
analytical results were either below the appropriate action level or laboratory method detection 
levels. Therefore, the soil below the drum required additional hand excavation and verification 
sampling during the site closure activities due to the elevated TPH concentration (Section 
2.3.13). To further characterize the soil to be excavated, one additional sample (202227-4) was 
collected from the area of elevated TPH and analyzed for Toxicity Characteristic Leaching 
Procedure (TCLP) lead. Based on the analytical results, the soil to be excavated was not 
hazardous for lead, and the soil was determined to be hydrocarbon waste. The empty containers 
were determined to be ordinary waste. Analytical data summaries for the samples are included 
in Appendix A. 
2.2.5 CAS 20-22-28: D~IIIIIS 
Three 113.5-L (30-gal) drums were located at the site. One of the drums was one quarter full of 
yellow plaster-like chips. The remaining two drums were empty. One sample (202228-1) was 
collected from the contents of the drum, while one soil sample was collected from beneath each 
of the two empty drums (samples 202228-2 and 202228-3). The samples were analyzed for 
VOCs, SVOCs, RCRA metals, TPH, PCBs, and gamma emitters. The analytical results 
indicated that the drum contents were not hazardous waste as defined by Title 40 Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 261.24 (CFR, 2002a), TPH waste as defined by Part 445A.2272 
of the NAC (NAC, 2003), radioactive waste ( U . S .  Department of Energy Nevada Operations 
Office [DOEMV], 2000b), or Toxic Substance Control Act PCB waste per 40 CFR Part 761 
(CFR, 2002b). Based on the analytical results, the drums and their contents were determined to 
be ordinary waste. Additionally, the analytical results indicated that concentrations in the soil 
were either below the appropriate action levels or laboratory method detection levels. Therefore, 
no soil was required to be removed from the site. Analytical data summaries for the samples are 
included in Appendix A. 
2.2.6 CAS 20-22-29: Bucket 
One unopened and intact 19-L (5-gal) bucket of lithium grease was located at the site. One soil 
sample (202229-1) was collected from beneath the bucket and was analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, 
RCRA metals, TPH, PCBs, and gamma emitters. The analytical results indicated that 
concentrations in the soil were either below the appropriate action level or laboratory method 
detection levels. Therefore, no soil was required to be removed from the site. Based on the 
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) information for this material, the bucket of grease was 
determined to be hydrocarbon waste. The analytical data summary for the sample is included in 
Appendix A. 
m 
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2.3 SITE CLOSURE ACTIVITIES 
Appendix B provides the Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Forms including site 
information and before and after photographs. 
2.3.1 CAS 04-22-04: 
The drums originally identified in Appendix II of the W A C 0  (1996) were not present during the 
site visit. The drums were originally found inside the bottom of the U-4h crater from the 1977 
“Scantling” test @OE/NV, 2000a). Site closure was documented with photographs and field 
notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.2 CAS 12-22-20: Drum 
The drum was disposed of as sanitary waste in the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill as an empty container 
as defined by Title 40 CFX Part 261.7 (CFR 2002a). Based on the results of the characterization 
sampling (Table 1) no soil was required to be removed from the site. Site closure was 
documented with photographs and field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.3 
The manhole identified in the FFACO (1996) is part of the currently inactive 12-2 water 
transmission line running between the Area 12 Camp and the former Area 2 Camp. The 
manhole contains an airhacuum release valve. The manhole and materials inside are not waste 
material and may not be removed as long as the 12-2 Line is in place. For this reason, no action 
was taken to close this site; a FFACO modification to remove CAS 12-30-16 from CAU 355 and 
place it in CAU 5000 has been prepared, submitted, and is pending approval. Documentation of 
the status of the water line is included in 
Appendix D. 
CAS 12-30-16: Manhole for GaslAir Line 
2.3.4 CAS 16-22-29 Drum 
The drum originally identified in Appendix II of the FFACO (1996) was not present during the 
site visit. The drum was originally found near the U-16a portal. Site closure was documented 
with photographs and field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.5 CAS 18-22-24: Bottles - Lithium Bromide 
The bottles of lithium bromide originally identified in Appendix II of the FFACO (1996) were 
not present at the time of the site visit. The empty dnll collar compound bucket was disposed of 
at the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill as an empty container according to Title 40 CFX Part 261.7 (CFR 
2002a). Based on the results of the characterization sampling (Table 1) soil was not required to 
be removed from the site. Site closure was documented with photographs and field notes. No 
further action is required at this site. 
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2.3.6 CAS 19-22-02: Drums (3) 
The drums originally identified in Appendix II of the FFACO (1996) were not present during the 
site visit. The drums were originally found near a mud pit associated with the U-19ar crater 
from the 1986 “Cybar” test (DOEINV, 2000a). Site closure was documented with photographs 
and field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.7 CAS 19-22-04: Drum (3) 
The drums originally identified in Appendix II of the FFACO (1996) were not present during the 
site visit. The drums were originally found near the postshot cellars associated with the U-19ay 
crater from the 1989 “Amarillo” test (DOEMV, 2000a). However, approximately 50 short steel 
rods were located at the site and were removed and transported to the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill for 
disposal, as a best management practice. Site closure was documented with photographs and 
field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.8 CAS 19-22-31: Can 
All three empty cans were removed from the site as a best management practice and were 
disposed of as ordinary waste in the U-lOc Landfill as empty containers according to Title 40 
CFR Part 261.7 (CFR 2002a). Additionally, approximately 0.028 cubic meters (m3) (one cubic 
foot [ft’]) of soil was removed and disposed of at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill. Two 
verification samples collected from beneath the excavated soil were analyzed for TPH. The 
verification sample results were below the 100 mgkg State of Nevada action level (NAC, 2003). 
Analytical results for the verification samples are presented in Table 2. Site closure was 
documented with photographs and field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
23.9 CAS 19-22-32: Can; Debris 
Observations made during the site visit determined that the cans and debris originally identified 
in Appendlx II of the FFACO (1996) had been recently moved from their original location 
during road improvements. The debris included one empty 19-L (5-gal) bucket, a broken chair, 
a broken wooden box, and several pieces of scrap metal. The original location could not be 
precisely determined. Therefore, the empty can and debris were removed and transported to the 
Area 9 U-lOc Landfill for disposal and no sampling was performed. Site closure. was 
documented with photographs and field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.10 CAS 20-22-03: D m  
The drums originally identified in Appendix II of the FFACO (1996) were not present during the 
site visit. The drums were originally found near the U-2% ground zero from the 1975 “Stilton” 
test (DOEOW, 2000a). Other wood and scrap metal debris located at the site but could not be 
removed because the potential crater area is inaccessible to vehicles and due to worker safety. 
Site closure was documented with photographs and field notes. No further action is required at 
this site. 
d 
r. 
r. 
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TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR 
mRIFICATION SOIL SAMPLES 
SAMPIX LDENTIFICATIOP4 
Action Level or PRG 1W 1W 100- I 1W 
192231-VI NSd 0 3  <13.1’ 18 I 18 
202227-VI NS 0 3  4 3 . 0  56 I 56 
CAS 19-22-31 - Samples collected from beneath excavated soil. (SDG V2040) 
19223 1-V2 NS 0 3  4 3 . 0  21 21 
CAS 20-22-27 - Samples collected from beneath excavated soil. (SDG V2040) 
202227-V2 NS 0 0  4 3 . 0  37 37 
CAS 20-26-01 - Samples collected from beneath fonner location of lead pellets. (SDG V2038) 
202601 - 1 6.6 NS NS NS NS 
202601-2 8.6 NS NS NS NS 
202601-3 6.4 NS NS NS NS 
202601-4 7.2 NS NS NS NS 
otc: All samples analyzed by EPA Method SW-846 6010 and 8015 madifid (EPA, 1996). See analytical nparts in Appendix A for dctecti00 
nits. mgng = Milligram(s) per kilogram. 
US. EPA Region IX Preliminary Remcdiation ooals for industrial soil (EPA, ZWZ). 
State of Nevada Remediatiw Action Levels for tMal wmkum hydrocarbaw (NAC, 2003), ‘ NS = Not Samplcd 
2.3.11 CAS 20-22-10: Drum 
The drum originally identified in Appendix I1 of the WAC0 (1996) was not present during the 
site visit. The drum was originally found near the U-20a crater from the 1965 and 1966 “Buteo” 
and “Duryea” tests @ O W ,  2000a). Site closure was documented with photographs and field 
notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.12 CAS 20-22-20: Drum 
The drum originally identified in Appendix II of the FFACO (1996) was not present during the 
site visit. The drum was originally found near the U-2Oaz crater from the 1989 “Barnwell” test 
@ O W ,  2000a). Site closure was documented with photographs and field notes. No further 
action is required at this site. 
2.3.13 CAS 20-22-27: Bucket 
The empty bucket was disposed of as sanitary waste at the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill as an empty 
container according to Title 40 CFR Part 261.7 (CFR 2002a). The additional drum found at the 
site was also disposed of at the U-lOc Landfill as a best management practice. Additioaally, 
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approximately 0.028 m3 (1 ft3) of soil was removed for disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon 
Landfill. Two verification samples collected from beneath the excavated soil at the former 
location of the drum were analyzed for TPH. The verification sample results were below the 
100 mgkg State of Nevada action level (NAC, 2003). Analytical results for the verification 
samples are presented in Table 2. Site closure was documented with photographs and field 
notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.14 CAS 20-22-28: DITIIIIS 
The three 113.5-L (30-gal) drums and their contents were Qsposed of at the Area 9 U-lOc 
Landfill as ordinary waste. Based on the results of the characterization sampling (Table 1) no 
soil was required to be removed from the site. Site closure was documented with photographs 
and field notes. No further action is required at this site. 
2.3.15 CAS 20-22-29: Bucket 
The intact bucket of grease was removed from the area west of the U-20aa crater from the 1976 
“Colby” test (DOE/NV, 2000a) and disposed of at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill. Based on 
the results of the characterization sampling (Table 1) no soil was required to be removed from 
the site. Site closure was documented with photographs and field notes. No further action is 
required at this site. 
2.3.16 CAS 20-26-01: Lead Pellets 
The lead pellets and lead impacted soil were removed from the area directly north of the U20ar 
crater formed from the 1988 “Kemville” test (DOEINV, 2000a). The majority of the lead pellets 
were able to be segregated from the soil. One 208-L (55-gal) drum of segregated lead pellets 
was sent to the Excess Yard for salvage on August 7,2003. One 208-L (55-gal) drum of lead 
impacted soil was staged in a Satellite Accumulation Area (SAA) and disposed of at an approved 
off-site Treatment and Storage Disposal facility as hazardous waste on August 26,2003. Four 
verification samples were collected from the soil beneath the remediated area and were analyzed 
for total lead. Results exhibited total lead concentrations below the EPA Region 9 PRG for 
industrial soils @PA, 2002). Analytical results for the verification samples are presented in 
Table 2. Site closure was documented with photographs and field notes. No further action is 
required at this site. 
1 
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3.0 WASTE DISPOSITION 
Waste generated during the closure of CAU 523: Housekeeping Waste was disposed of as 
follows: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
CAS 12-22-20: One empty 208-L (55-gal) drum was disposed of as ordinary waste in the 
Area 9 U-lOc Landfill. 
CAS 18-22-24: One empty bucket was disposed of as ordinary waste in the Area 9 U-lOc 
Landfill. 
CAS 19-22-04: Approximately 50 steel rods were disposed of as ordinary waste in the 
Area 9 U-lOc Landfill. 
CAS 19-22-31: Three empty cans were disposed of as ordinary waste in the Area 9 
U-lOc Landfill. In addition, 0.028 m3 (1 ft3) of soil was disposed of as hydrocarbon 
waste in the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill. 
CAS 19-22-32: One empty bucket and other debris were disposed of as ordinary waste in 
the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill. 
CAS 20-22-27: One empty 19-L (5-gal) bucket and one empty 208-L (55-gal) drum were 
dsposed of as ordinary waste in the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill. In addition, 0.028 m3 (1 ft’) 
of soil was disposed of as hydrocarbon waste in the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill. 
CAS 20-22-28: Three empty 113.5-L (30-gal) drums were disposed of as ordinary waste 
in the Area 9 U-lOc LandF111. 
CAS 20-22-29: One intact bucket of grease was disposed of as hydrocarbon waste in the 
Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill. 
CAS 20-26-01: One 208-L (55-gal) drum of segregated lead pellets was sent to the 
Excess Yard for salvage on August 7,2003. One 208-L (55-gal) drum of lead pellets and 
soil was sent to an approved off-site facility for disposal as hazardous waste. 
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4.0 CLOSURE VERIFICATION 
The following three CASs required venfication soil sampling: 
. CAS 19-22-31 . CAS 20-22-27 
CAS 20-26-01 
Verification samples were collected from a total of eight locations after the removal of debris 
and the removal of small amounts of soil determined by waste characterization sample analytical 
results. The samples were collected with clean disposable plastic scoops and placed in labeled 
sample containers secured with custody seals. The sample containers were placed on ice in a 
cooler and maintained at less than 4 degrees Celsius. They were transported under chain of 
custody to the Environmental Technical Services group in Mercury, Nevada and shipped to an 
off-site laboratory for analysis. Samples collected from the three CASs requiring verification 
sampling were analyzed for the following: 
. CAS 19-22-31 TPH full scan . CAS 20-22-27 TPH full scan . CAS 20-26-01 Total Lead 
The analytical results verified that COCs remaining in the ground at the three CASs were below 
EPA Region 9 PRGs for industrial soil ( P A ,  2002) or the State of Nevada action level for TPH 
(NAC, 2003). The analytical results for the verification samples are summarized in Table 2. 
Copies of the analytical reports are found in Appendix A. 
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5.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 SUMMARY 
The following site closure activities were performed for the 16 CASs in CAU 523: 
. All containers (drums, cans, scrap metal, etc.) were disposed of at the Area 9 U-lOc 
All hydrocarbon waste (grease bucket) and hydrocarbon impacted soil were disposed of 
All salvageable materials (segregated lead pellets) were presented to the NTS excess yard 
The 208-L (55-gal) drum of lead pelletdsoil mixture was placed in an SAA and was 
Landfill. 
at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill. 
for salvage. 
disposed of as hazardous waste. 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
. 
. 
. 
Since the closure activities for CAU 523 have been completed following the Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection (NDEP)-approved Sectored CZeun-up Work Plan for Housekeeping 
Category Waste Sites (NNSA/NSO, 2003) as documented in this report, NNSA/NSO requests 
the following: 
1. A Notice of Completion provided by the NDEP to the NNSA/NSO for the closure of all 
15 CASs in CAU 523: . CAS 04-22-04 . CAS 12-22-20 . CAS 16-22-29 . CAS 18-22-24 . CAS 19-22-02 . CAS 19-22-04 . CAS 19-22-31 . CAS 19-22-32 . CAS 20-22-03 . CAS 20-22-10 . CAS 20-22-20 . CAS 20-22-27 . CAS 20-22-28 . CAS 20-22-29 . CAS 20-26-01 
Note: A FFACO modification requesting that CAS 12-30-16 be removed from CAU 355 and 
placed in CAU 5000 has been prepared, submitted, and is pending approval. 
2. CAU 523 moved from Appendix IU to Appendix lV of the WAC0 Closed Corrective 
Action Units (FFACO, 1996). 
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APPENDIX A TABLE OF CONTENTS - SAMPLE 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS BY SAMPLE DELIVERY 
GROUP 
Analytical results for the samples collected at the indicated Corrective Action Site (CAS) for 
Corrective Action Unit 523 are presented in this Appendix. The analytical results are grouped 
by Sample Delivery Group(s), which are arranged in numerical order in this Appendix. 
Analytical results for the specific CAS can be found by consulting the indicated Sample 
Delivery Group(s). 
CAS Sample Delivery Group(s) 
12-22-20 V2004 
18-22-24 V1978 and V1979 
19-22-31 V1978, V1979, and V2040 
20-22-27 V1978, V1979,2029, and 2040 
20-22-28 V1978 and V1979 
20-22-29 V1978 and VI979 
20-26-01 V2038 
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U . S .  EPA 
1 INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET EPA SAMPLE NO. 
2224-1 Lab Name: LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 
Matrix (soil/wxer) : SOIL- L m m p l e  ID: 0305L484-001 
Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 
% Solids: - 98.8 
Lab Code: LVLI Case No.: V1978 SAS No. : SDG NO.: 2224-1 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
Concentrationlcl Q I M  I Analyte CAS No 
7440-38-2 
7440-39-3 7440-43-9 7440-41-3 743 9 -92 -1 
1439-97 -6  
7782-49-2 7440-22 -4 
Arsenic- Barium- 
Cadmium- Chromium- 
Lead Mercury- Selenium- Silver- 
7.7 31.0 
0.93 4.5 246000 
0.02 
9.8 28.3 
* -*- 
-NT- -  
1 - 1  
I I I  
1 - 1  1 - 1  
IH I=I 
Color Before: Clarity Before: Clarity After: Texture : Artifacts: Color After: 
Comments : 182224-1 
FORM I - IN 
Analyte Concentration 
Arsenic- 
Cadmium ChromiuF -
Lead Mercury 
SeleniuK 
Barium- 
Silver- 
4.6 90.5 0.35 
6.9 251 0 . 0 2  0.43 0.12 
U.S. EPA 
EPA SAMPLE NO. I 
I I 
. I  INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
Lab Name: LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 I s  2224-2 Lab Code: LVLI Case No-978 SAS NO. : DG NO. : 2224-1 
Matrix (soil/wzer) : SOIL - L a b p l e  ID: 0305L484-002 Level (low/med) : LOW Date Received: 05/23/03 
m % Solids: - 9 1 T  
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
c I  * CAS No. 
7440-38 -2 7440-39 -3 7440-43 -9 7440-47-3 7439-92-1 7439-97-6 
7440-22-4 7782-49-2 
* -*- 
- N T  -  
d Texture : 
Artifacts: 
Color Before: Color After: Clarity Before: Clarity After: 
Comments : w 182224-2 
I 
FORM I - IN 
U.S. EPA 
744 0 - 3 8 - 2 74 4 0 - 3 9 - 3 7440 - 43 - 9 7440-47-3 7439-92-1 7439 -97-6 77 82 -49-2 7440-22-4 
I INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
Arsenic- 4.9 
Barium- 142 
Cadmium- 0.49 Chromium- 12.6 Lead 181 
Mercury- 0.05 Selenium- 0.43 Silver- 0.12 
2227-1 Lab Name : LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 I 
Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL- L m m p l e  ID: 0305L484-007 
Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 
 ab Code: LVLI- Case No.: V1978 SAS NO. : SDG NO.: 2224-1 
% Solids: - 94.3 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
Color Before: 
EPA SAMPLE NO 
CAS No. I malyte I Concentration 
Color After: 
c I  
- I  
- I  
- I  
Clarity Before: Clarity After: 
Texture : 
Artifacts: 
Comments : 202227-1 
FORM I - IN 
2 3  
U . S .  EPA 
CAS No. 
7440-38-2 7440-39-3 7440-43-9 7440-47-3 
1 EPA SAMPLE NO. 
I -  
INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
2227-2 Lab Name: LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 
Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL - L a b m p l e  ID: 0305L484-008 Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 
Lab Code: LVLI- Case No. : V1978 SAS NO. : SDG NO.: 2224-1 
- % Solids: - 93.3 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight) : MG/KG 
Analyte 
Arsenic- 
Barium- Cadmium- Chromium 7439-92-1 7439 - 97 - 6 7702-49-2 7440-22-4 
- Lead- Mercury- Selenium- Silver- 
I 
Concentration 
5.6 205 0.99 21.1 205 0.02 0.44 0.12 
I I I  1x1 
I 
I 
I 
Color Before: Clarity Before : Texture : d Color After : Clarity After: Artifacts: 
Comments: 202227-2 d 
I FORM I - IN 
24 - 
U.S. EPA 
1 
INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
CAS No. 
7440 - 3 8 - 2 7440 - 3 9 -3 744 0 - 43 - 9 7440-47-3 7439-92-1 7439-97-6 
7 7 02 - 49 - 2 744 0 - 22 - 4 
EPA SAMPLE NO. 
I 2227-3 I 
Analyte 
Arsenic- 
Barium- Cadmium- Chromium- Lead- Mercury- 
Selenium - Silver- 
I SDG NO. : 2224-1 I Lab Name: LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 Lab Code: LVLI- Case No.: V1978 SAS No. : Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL- L n p l e  ID: 0305L484-009 
Level (low/med) : LOW Date Received: 05/23/03 
% Solids: - 9 2 x  
Concentration 
4.2 
218 1.8 15.5 39600 0.05 
0.52 1.0 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
C 
- - - - - - - - - 
Color Before : Color After: 
I 
I- 
I- 
I -  
Q 
Clarity Before: Texture : Clarity After: Artifacts: 
Comments : 202227-3 
FORM I - IN 
25 
U.S. EPA 
2228-2 
1 . b  
187 0.13 2.3 
7.6 
0.02 0.45 
0.13 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
- - 
- 
B u U 
- 
CAS No. 
7440-38-2 
7440-39-3 7440-43-9 7440-47-3 
7439-92-1 7439-97-6 7782-49-2 
7440-22-4 
Color Before : 
Color After: 
Analyte I Concentration I c 
1-1  
I = I  
I 1 - 1  1-1 
Clarity Before: Texture : Clarity After: Artifacts: 
Comments : 202228-2 
I 
26 
U.S. EPA 
Analyte Concentration 
Arsenic- 1.3 
Barium 169 Cadmiur 0.15 ChromiuE 1.9 
Lead 6.2 Mercury- 0.01 
Selenium- 0.45 Silver 0.13 
1 INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
C Q M 
- P - P- * P- 
- -*- P- 
-N*- P- D AV u P 
U N P-  
- - 
  __ 
EPA SAMPLE NO 
2228-3 Lab Name: LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 I 
Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL- L m m p l e  ID: 0305L484-005 Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 
Lab Code: LVLI- Case No.: V1978 SAS NO. : SDG NO. : 2224-1 
% Solids: - 91.8 
Color Before: 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
CAS No. 
7440 -3 8 - 2 7440-39-3 7440-43-9 7440 -47 - 3 7439-92-1 7439-97- 6 7782-49-2 7440-22-4 
I I I 11 1x1 
Color After: 
I I I:I I=/ 
I I 1 - 1  1-1 
Clarity Before: Clarity After: Texture : Artifacts: 
Comments : 202228-3 
FORM I - IN 
-. 
U.S. EPA 
Arsenic- 
Chromium- 
Mercury- 
Silver- 
Barium Cadmiuc 
Lead 
Selenium- 
1 EPA SAMPLE NO. I INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
4.5 97.6 0.33 
8.5 35.4 0.01 0.44 0.12 
I 2229-1 I -  
I -  SDG NO.: 2224-1 Lab Name: LIONVILLE - LABOMTORY Contract: 60052 I Lab Code: LVLI- Case No.: V1978 SAS NO. : 
Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL- L-ple ID: 0305L484-006 
Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 II 
% Solids: - 92.8 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
Analyte I Concentration c 1  CAS No. 
7440-38-2 7440-39-3 7440-43-9 7440-47- 3 7439-92-1 7439-97 -6 7782-49-2 7440-22 -4 
- I
* 
-*- 
N -- 
I 
I 
Color Before : J Texture : Artifacts: 
Clarity Before : 
Clarity After : Color After: 
Comments : 202229-1 
- 
FORM I - IN 
U . S .  EPA 
1 EPA SAMPLE NO. INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
I I 
7 44 0 - 3 8 - 2 7440-39 -3 7440-43-9 744 0 -47 - 3 
7439-92-1 7439-97-6 7782-49-2 7440-22-4 
- - - 
Lab Name: LIONVILLE-LABORATORY Contract: 60052 I 2231-1 I Lab Code: LVLI- Case No.: V1978 SAS NO. : SDG No.: 2224-1 
Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL- L m m p l e  ID: 0305L484-010 
Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 
% Solids: - 98.4 
Arsenic- 
Barium- Cadmium- 
Chromium- Lead Mercury- 
Selenium- Silver- 
~ 
I I 
-I 1-1 
Color Before : Clarity Before: Texture : Color After: Clarity After: Artifacts: 
Comments : 192231-1 
FORM I - IN 
29 
U.S. EPA 
1 
INORGANIC ANALYSES DATA SHEET 
Analyt e 
Arsenic- 
Chromium- 
Mercury- 
Silver- 
Barium Cadmiuc 
Lead 
Selenium- 
I 
EPA SAMPLE NO. 
I 
Concent rat ion 
4.5 
126 0.40 
9.5 
16.3 0.02 
0.45 
0.12 
2231-3 Lab Name: LIONVILLE - LABORATORY Contract: 60052 
Matrix (soil/water) : SOIL - L a b m p l e  ID: 0305L484-011 Level (low/med) : LOW- Date Received: 05/23/03 
SDG NO. : 2224-1 Lab Code: LVLI- Case No. : V1978 SAS NO. : 
% Solids: - 98.7 
Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG 
CAS NO. 
7440-38-2 
7440-39-3 7440-43-9 7440-47-3 
743 9 -92 -1 7439-97-6 
7782-49-2 7440-22-4 
Color Before: 
Color After: 
c I  l M  I 
Clarity Before: Clarity After: Texture : Artifacts: 
Comments : 192231-3 
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Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
~~ 
Target Nuclide 
Ac-228 
Page: 1 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytlcs, Inc. 
- 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 1041 :44 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Numter: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 0305155 - 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date CoI1ect.d: 20-May43 Final Aliquot: 65.60 g 
Date Prepared: 28May-03 Date Analyzed ZBMay-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab 1D03051551 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 713R6 Count Time (min.): 30 
Prep Batch GS02052 Spectrum Code: 030653D09A Llbrary: LNG-GAM-AM) 
- 
Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC Reporting Lab Qualifier 
Units 
0.90 +/- 0.81 1.2 pCi/g U 
Pm--146 0.09 +/- 0.15 I 0.26 PCV9 U I 
Sb-125 -0.06 +/- 0.33 0.64 PCd9 U 
- 
Data Package ID: GSSO3051551 
.... ~ ~ ~ 
u-235 
Paragori Analytim Inc. L 
. I  .-,-,> 
. r  , 
-0.50 +/- 0.52 1.1 P w l  U 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
I 
Page: 2 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday. May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:44 
I 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: VI979 PA1 WorkOrder: 0305155 
4 Sample Matrlx: Soil Date Collected 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 65.60 g 
Date Prepared 28-May43 Date Analyzed 2EMay-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID:0305155-1 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP PA1 713R8 Count Time (mln.): 30 - Prep Batch: GS02052 Spectrum Code: 030653DW Library: LNG-W-A40 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC 
Comments: 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
~... . -. .. .... .. 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Sample Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Page: 3 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday. May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytlcs, Inc. 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:47 
PAI Work Order: 0305155 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: V1979 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot 381.2 g 
Date Analyzed: 2&May-03 Date Prepared: 28-May03 Report Baslr: Dry Weight 
Lab ID03051552 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 713~8 Count Time Win.): 30 
Pmp Batch: GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030630D06A Library: LNG-GAM-AM) 
0.126 +/- 0.094 
t U-235 -0.08 +/- 0.45 0.78 P c m  U I Y-ea I -0.053 +/- 0.096 I 0.18 I P W  I U 
Data Package ID: GSSO305155-I 
Paragon Analyfics Inc. 
-- 
I 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Field I D  182224-2 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20May-03 Final Aliquot: 381.2 g 
Date Prepared: 2EMay-03 Date Analyzed 2&May:O3 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Sample Results 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Pmiect Number: V1979 
Page: 4 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:47 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytlcs, Inc. 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
I Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 713R8 Count Time (mIn.1: 30 9 Lab ID03051552 Prep Batch: 0502051 Spectrum Code: 030630D06A Llbmry: LNG-GAM443 
I Target Nuclide I Result +I- 2 s TPU I MDC I Reporting I Lab Qualifier 
I - I I I units - I I II 
Comments: 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
.. . . .. . ~ .. .. . . ~~ 
I 
3 
I 
I 
9 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Duplicate Results 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Page: 1 of 6 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:47 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 Client Project Number: VI979 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May43 Final Aliquot: 381.2 
Date Prepared: 2EMay-03 Date Analyzed: 2BMay-03 Aliquot Units: g 
Lab ID:03051552-D1 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PA1 713R8 Repolt Basis: Dry Weight 
Prep Batch GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030513D03A Count Time (min.1: 30 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Duplicate Results 
il 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Proiect Number: VI979 
L Page: 2 of 6 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:47 
Laboratoly Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. - 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May43 Final Aliquot 381.2 
Date Prepared 28May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May-03 Aliquot Units: g 
Lab I D  03051 55-2-Dl Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAi 713R8 RepoR Basis: Dry Weight 
Prep Batch: GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030513D03A Count Time (min.): 30 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC 
TI - Nudm idatmcstlon is lenutiw. 
R . Nuclide has ex& 8 haffli-. 
Data Package ID: GSSO3051551 
Panagon Analytics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Page: 5 of 22 
Reponed on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, InC. 
- Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:49 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: VI979 - 
Sample Matrix: Solid Date Collected 20-May-03 Final Allquot: 258.0 g 
Date Prepared: 28-May43 Date Analyzed 28-May-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID03051553 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAi 713R8 Count Time (min.): 30 
Spectrum Code: 030798DOlA Library: LNG-GAM-A.OO Prep Batch GS02053 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
~ ~~~ ~ . .  ~ 
Paragon Analflics Inc. 
" -, -, 7 j 
::'; ,....... J 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Sample Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Page: 6 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
1041:49 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Client Project Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
rr 
1 Sample Matrlx: Solid Date Collected 20-May43 Final Aliquot 258.0 g 
Date Prepared: 28-May03 Date Analyzed: 28-May43 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab lDO305155-3 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP PA1 71338 Count Time (min.): 34 
Prep Batch: GS02053 Spectrum Code: 030798DOlA Library: LNG-GAM4-W I 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC 
Comments: 
&bWmt10"5 a u a i Mmfimp. : 
u -Rapull I) less man tha sample swatis MDC rx leu than lhe 1w.M TPU 
Data Package ID: GSSO3051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
I 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Duplicate Results 
Th-234 
U-235 
y-a8 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
0.33 +/- 0.93 1.6 pCi/g U 
-0.04 +/- 0.30 0.55 pCi/g U 
-0.006 +/- 0.077 0.15 pCi/g U 
Page: 3 of 6 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:50 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Client Project Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Sample Matrix: Solid Date Collected 2GMay-03 Final Allquot: 258.0 
Date Prepared 2Way-03 Date Analyzed: 2BMay-03 Allquot Units: g 
Lab lD0305155-501 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP PA1 713R8 Report Basis: Dly Weight 
Prep Batch: GS02053 Spectrum coda: O ~ O ~ ~ I D O Z A  Count Time (min.): 30 
- 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
~ .... . . ~ . ~. 
- Patugon Analytrcs Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Duplicate Results 
II 
Page: 4 of 6 L 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:50 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. I 
Client Project Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 03051 55 
Sample Matrlx: Solid Date Collected 2C-May-03 Final Aliquot: 258.0 
Aliquot Unltr: g Date Prepared: 2EMay-03 Date Analyzed: 2EMay-03 
Lab ID:0305155-3-D1 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PA1 713R8 Repolt Basis: Dry Weight 
Prep Batch: OS02053 Spectrum Code: o30691~02~ Count Time (mln.): 30 
111 
111 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC 111 
TI - Wide idsntlEstion io lentstive. 
R - Nudlde has exceeded 8 hami-. 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
. . . .. ~ ~...~. ~~ . .  
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713138 
Sample Results 
- 
Units 
Ac-228 2.18 +/- 0.54 0.55 PCi/g 
Am-241 0.W +/- 0.14 0.24 pCi/g U 
81-212 2.1 +/- 1.3 1.9 pCi/g 
Bi-214 1.00 +/- 0.31 0.29 P W  
Cd-109 5.4 +/- 1.9 2.4 P W  SI 
Ce-144 -0.38 +/- 0.39 0.72 pCi/g U 
- 
Page: 7 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Anaiytica, Inc. 
Client Name: Bechtei Nevada 10:41:47 - 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 Client Project Number: VI979 - 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 375.8 g 
Date Prepared: 2EMay-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May43 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Field lD20222E2 
Lab ID03051554 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAi 713R8 Count Time @in.): 30 
Prep Batch: GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030638D07A Llbrafy: LNG-GAM-AM) 
Result +I- 2 s TPU I MDC I Reporting I Lab Qualifier 
- 
- I Tamet Nuclide I 
~ 
Cos0 -0.010 +I- 0.100 0.19 pci/g U 
Cs-I37 0.032 +/- 0.078 0.14 pCi/g U 
t Y-88 I 0.006 +/- 0.069 I 0.17 I pCi/g I U 
I 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
.. .. 
- Paragon Analytics Inc. 
,- 7 
L. 3 ..* " J " ., -, 19 3 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Page: 8of22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics. Inc. 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:47 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Prolect Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 03051 55 
I 
I 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected 20-May03 Final Allquot 375.8 g I. 
Date Prepared: 2EMay-03 Date Analyzed: 2EMay-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID03051554 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytlcal SOP: PA1 713R8 Count lime (mln.): 30 
I 
Prep Batch: GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030638007A Libraw: LNG-GAM-AM) 
1 Target Nuclide I Result +I- 2 s TPU I MDC I Reporting I Lab Qualifier i 
I - I I I Units I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Data Package ID: GSSO3051551 
. ~~ ~ ~ . . .~~ -
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Page: 9 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analyticr, Inc. 
- Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:48 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Client Projed Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: VI979 - 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 366.4 g 
Date Prepared 28-May-03 Date Analyzed 28-May43 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab lD0305155-5 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PA1 713R8 Count Time (min.): 30 
Prep Batch: GS02051 SpedNlVl code: 030741DOBA Library: LNG-GAM-A40 
- 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
- Paragon Analyiics Inc. . ,-, c ' c: - 4 ; 3 'L 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results I 
Result +I- 2 s TPU Target Nuclide 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
MDC 
1 
Comments: 
I 
L 
Data Package'ID: GSS03051551 
Paragon Analyfics Inc. 
. ..~ .. .. . . . .~ .. . .. .. 
I -
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 ' 
Sample Results 
Page: 11 of 22 
- Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:48 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, InC. Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: VI979 - 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May03 Final Aliquot: 367.8 g 
Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID03051556 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 713R8 Count Time (min.): 30 
Prep Batch: OS02051 Spectrum Code: 030631D06A Library: LNG-GAM440 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Eu-152 0.09 +/- 0.45 0.82 pCi/g U 
- 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
- Paragon Analytics lnc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
MDC 
Page: 12 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
10:41:46 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analyticr, Inc. 
Client Projea Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Abbreulalons: 
TPU -Total Ropagalod UnseMinly (see PAi SOP 7431 
MDC - Minimum Dnedllbls Concemralim (sae PAI SOP 7W) 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results - 
Page: 13of22 
- Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:48 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: VI979 
-> 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 339.9 g 
Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May43 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID0305155-7 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 7 1 3 ~ 8  Count Time (min.): 30 
Spectrum Code: 030639D07A Library: LNG-GAM-A40 Prep Batch GS02051 
- 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-I 
Paragon Analytics Inc 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
MDC 
Page: 14of22 
Reported on: Thursday. May 29,2003 
10:41:48 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytlcs. Inc. 
d 
I 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 Client Project Number: VI979 
~ 
Comments: 
I 
I 
I 
i 
L 
c 
I 
Data Package ID: GSSO3051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
~ 
Eu-154 
- 
Page: 15of22 
r- Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:44 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: ‘J1979 
c 
-0.12 +/- 0.52 1.1 pCi/g U 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 82.70 g 
Date Prepared: %May-03 Date Analyzed: 2EMay-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab lD:0305155-8 Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 7 1 3 ~ 8  Count Time (min.): 30 
Spectrum Code: 030263D04A Library: LNG-GAM-AOO Prep Batch: GS02052 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 d” 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Field ID:202227-2 
Method PA1 713R38 
I 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 2C-May-03 Final Aliquot: 82.70 g 
Date Prepared 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 2BMay-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Sample Results 
Lab lDO305155-8 
Client Name: Bechtei Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Proiect Number: VI979 
Prep SOP PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PA1 713R8 Count Time (min.): 30 
Page: %of22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:45 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Anaiytics, Inc 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
I 
Comments: 
ADbre#slonr: 
TPU. Tolgl Pmuagaled UnCBnsinty (see PA1 SOP 743) 
MDC - Minimum Detectable Conccntrslion (see PA1 SOP 7091 
I 
I 
... 
... 
Data Package ID: GS.5'03051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 ' 
Sample Duplicate Results 
Page: 5 of 6 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:45 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 Client Project Number: VI979 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 76.50 
Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: '28-May-03 Aliquot Units: g 
Lab ID:0305155-8-D1 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PA1 713R8 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Prep Batch: GS02052 Spectrum Code: 030654D09A Count Time (min.): 30 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
- .-, / .7 
j.-; ;; :,, y 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results I 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Duplicate Results 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Proiect Number: VI979 
Page: 6 of 6 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:45 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
~ ~~ - Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 76.50 
Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May-03 Aliquot Units: g 
Lab ID:03051558DI Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PA1 713R8 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Prep Batch: GS02052 Spectrum Code: 030654D09A Count Time (min.): 30 
.1 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC -. 
Comments: 
L 
Data Package ID: GSS030515SI 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
d 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Sample Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Page: 17 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics. Inc. 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:45 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: VI979 - 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 56.40 g 
Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID:0305155-9 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 7 1 3 ~ 8  Count Time (min.): 30 
Spectrum Code: 030514D03A Library: LNG-GAM-A40 Prep Batch: GS02052 
- 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
- - -  -2 i I vi , ?.! !., -2 -< 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Field lD202227-3 
I 
1 Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 56.40 g Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Lab lD:0305155-9 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 713R8 Count Time (min.): 30 
Page: 18 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29,2003 
10:41:45 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU 
Client Project Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
MDC Reporting Lab Qualifier 
Units 
II 
I. 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
a 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Page: 19 of 22 
- Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 10:41:46 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Project Number: V1979 
d 
Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected: 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 417.5 g 
Date Prepared: 28-May03 Date Analyzed: 25May-03' Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab lDO305155-10 Prep SOP: PAi 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAI 713R8 Count Tima ( m i 0  30 
Prep Batch: GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030742DOBA Library: LNG-GAM-AaO 
- 
Paragon Analyfics Inc. 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Page: 20 of 22 
1041:46 
Reponed on: Thursday, May 29. 2003 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Client Prolect Number: VI979 PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
1 
* Sample Matrix: Soil Date Collected 20-May-03 Final Aliquot: 417.5 g Date Prepared: 28-May-03 Date Analyzed: 28-May-03 Report Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID:0305155-10 Prep SOP: PA1 739R6 Analytical SOP: PAi 713R8 Count Time (min.): 30 
Libraly: LNG-GAM-A40 
@ 
Prep Batch: GS02051 Spectrum Code: 030742DOBA 
I Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC 
1 
MOC - Minimum DBtecllble Cmcenlratim (see PA1 SOP 709) 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
d 
- ,. .- r 
b,!,j;,b:-Li7 i 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
- 
- 
Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s'TPU MDC Reporting Lab Qualifier 
Units 
Ac-228 1.70 +I- 0.45 0.69 pCilg 
Am-241 -0.22 +/- 0.44 0.78 pCi/g U 
* 
Data Package ID: GSS0305155-1 
~~ ~ 
Paragon Analytics Inc - 
Gamma Spectroscopy Results 
Method PA1 713R8 
Sample Results 
Target Nuclide Result +I-  2 s TPU 
Client Name: Bechlei Nevada 
Client Project Name: CAU 523 
Client Proiect Number: VI979 
MDC Reporting Lab Qualifier 
Units 
Page: 22 of 22 
Reported on: Thursday, May 29.2003 
10:41:46 
Laboratory Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
PA1 Work Order: 0305155 
Data Package ID: GSS03051551 
1 
T 
c 
c 
c 
c 
II 
c 
e 
Paragon Analytics Inc. 
Gross AlphalBeta Analysis by GFPC 
PA1 724 Rev 8 
Sample Results 
CASNO Target Nuclide 
14127-62-9 GROSS ALPHA 
12587-47-2 GROSS BETA 
Lab Name: Paragon Analytlcs, Inc. 
Work Order Number: 03061 10 
A 
Client Name: Eechtel Nevada 
CllentProject I D  CAU 523 V1992 
Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC Lab Qualifier 
9.1E-01 +I- 8.3E-01 1.51E+00 U 
3.3E+00 +I- 1.1E+00 1.7E+00 LT 
~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
Sample Matrix: SOIL Prep Batch: AB0306243 Final Aliquot: 0.500 g 
Date Collected: 20-May-03 Run ID: AB030624-3a Flle Name:abbO63Ob 
Date Analyzed: 30-Jun-03 
Prep S O P  PAi 702 Rev 16 QCEatchlD: AB030624-3-2 Result Unlts: pCiIg 
Fleld ID: 182224-1 
Lab ID: 03061 10-1 
I Date Prepared: 24-Jun-03 Count The: 60 minutes 
Basis: As Received 
-
Date Prlnted: Monday, July 14.2003 Paragon Analytics Inc. 
LlMS Venm 4 1128 
Page 1 of 6 
0 9 9 0 i l  
Gross AlphalBeta Analysis by GFPC 
PA1 724 Rev 8 
Sample Results 
CASNO 
14127-62-9 
12sa7-47-2 
Lab Name: Paragon Analytics. Inc. 
Work Order Number: 0306110 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Clientproject I D  CAU 523 VI992 
Sample Matrlx: SOIL Prep Batch: AB030624-3 Final Aliquot: 0.502 g , 
Date Collected: 20-May-03 Run I D  AB030624-3a File Name: abb0630b 
Date Prepared: 24-Jun-03 
Date Analyzed: 30-Jun-03 
Prep SOP PA1 702 Rev 16 QCBatchiD AB030624-3-2 Result Units: pCi/g 
Count Time: 60 minutes 
Basis: Dry Weight 
Lab ID: 0306170-2 
Target Nuclide Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC Lab Qualifier 
GROSSALPHA 7.2Ei00 +/- 1.9E+00 l.OE+OO 
GROSS BETA 8.OE+00 +I- 1.8E+00 I.BE+OO LT 
Comments: 
M3. me rcquesied MOC war not ml, bui the reponed 
M .The RqUBsted MCC wss not mel. 
acl~vily 4sgmsier l b n  the reponed MOC. 
Data Package ID: ABS03061 10-1 
Date Prlnted: Mondav, July 14,2003 Paraoon Analvtics Inc. Page 2 of 6 1 
LlMS Version: 4.1126 
Gross AlphalBeta Analysis by GFPC 
PA1 724 Rev 8 
-I Sample Results 
Lab Name: Paragon Anaiytics, InC. 
d Work Order Number: 0306110 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
Clientproject ID: CAU 523 "1992 - 
Sample Matrix: SOIL Prep Batch: AB030624-3 Final Aliquot: 0.301 g 
Date Collected: 20-May-03 Run ID: AB030624-3a File Name: abb0630a 
Date Prepared: 24-Jun-03 
Date Analvsed: 30-Jun-03 
Prep SOP: PA1 702 Rev 16 QCBatchlD: A8030624-3-2 
Count Time: 120 minutes 
Result Units: pCi/g 
Lab ID: 0306110-3 
Basis: Dry Weight 
- 
Result +I- 2 s TPU MDC Lab Qualifier I Target Nuclide 
14127-62-9 GROSS A 8.6E+00 
=+/- l.BE+OO 1 
1.5E+00 
Z.OE+OO 
M3 - The requmed MDC was no1 met. 0111 the reponed 
M .The requested MDC war not met 
activity !I greater man the reponed MDC 
Data Package ID: ABS0306110-1 
Date Printed: Monday, July 14,2003 Paragon Analytics Inc. 
LlMSVenion: 4.1128 
& 
Page 3 of 6 -. n '; 0 !? ; ~ _. 3 
Gross AlphalBeta Analysis by GFPC 
PA1 724 Rev 8 
Sample Results 
CASNO Target Nuclide 
141 27-62-9 GROSS ALPHA 
12587-47-2 GROSS BETA 
Lab Name: Paragon Analytics, inc 
Result +I-  2 s TPU MDC Lab Qualifier 
3.3E+00 +/- 1.5E+00 1.5E+00 LT 
3.4E+00 +/- 1.3E+00 2.IE+00 LT 
Work Order Number: 03061 10 
L. 
r 
I 
I 
Paragon Analytics Inc. Page 4 of 6 Date Printed: Monday, July 14,2003 
LlMS Vemion: 4.1126 
Gross Alpha/Beta Analysis by GFPC 
CASNO Target Nuclide Result +I-  2 s TPU 
1412762-9 GROSS ALPHA 5.3E+00 +/- 1.3E+00 
125.~7-47-2 GROSS BETA 7.OE+00 +/- 1.4E+00 
PA1 724 Rev 8 
Sample Results 
MDC Lab Qualifier 
7.OE-01 
1 .OE+OO LT 
Lab Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc 
Work Order Number: 03061 10 
Client Name: Bechlei Nevada 
ClientProject ID: CAU 523 VI992 
Sample Matrlx: SOIL Prep Batch: AB030624-3 Final Aliquot: 1.00 g 
Date Collected: 20-May03 
Date Prepared: 24-Jun-03 
Date Analyzed: 30-Jun-03 
Prep SOP: PA1 702 Rev 16 QCBatchlD ABO30624-3-2 Result Units: pCi/g 
Count Time: 60 minutes 
B a s k  Dry Weight 
Run ID: AB030624-3a File Name:abbO63Ob 
Lab ID: 0306110-5 
Comments: 
M3. me requested MDC wso not ml, hl the mpDned 
M - The requaled MDC WBS no1 mL 
aclivily is gmlm than Ihe repwted MDC. 
Data Package ID: ABS0306110-1 
Date Printed: Monday, July 14.2003 Paragon Analytics Inc. 
LlMS Version: 4.1126 
Page 5 of 6 
6 “ . I J U i W  .? .q -: F
Gross AlphalBeta Analysis by GFPC 
PA1 724 Rev 8 
Sample Duplicate Results 
Lab Name: Paragon Analyticr, Inc. 
Work Order Number: 0306110 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
CllentProject ID: CALI 523 VI992 
CASNO 
141 27-62-9 
Sample Matrix: SOIL Prep Batch: AB030624-3 Final Aliquot: 1.01 g 
Date Collected 20-May-03 Run ID: ABO30624-3a File Name:abbO63Ob 
Date Prepared: 24-Jun-03 
Date Analyzed: 30-Jun-03 
QCBatchlD: ABO30624-3-2 Result Units: pCIlg 
Count lime: 60 minutes 
Basis: Dry Weigh1 
Prep SOP PA1 702 Rev 16 
Field ID: 182231-1 
Lab ID: 03061105DUP 
Target Nuclide Result+/- 2 TPU MDC Lab Qualifier 
GROSS ALPHA 7.9E+00 +I- 1.7E+00 6.OE-01 
12587-47-2 GROSS BETA 6.6E+00 +I- 1.3E+00 1.1E+00 LT 
Comments: 
Data Package ID: ABS03061 10-1 
0 
~ 
Date Prlntsd Monday, July 14.2003 Paragon Analytics Inc. 
LlMS Vernon 4 1123 
Page 1 of 1 
Gross AlphalBeta Analysis by GFPC 
PAI 724 R e v  a 
Sample R e s u l t s  
Lab Name: Paragon Analytics, Inc. 
Work Order Number: 03061 10 
Client Name: Bechtel Nevada 
ClientProject ID: CAU 523 Vlgg2 
~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
Sample Matrix: SOIL Prep Batch: AB030624-3 Final Aliquot: 1.00 g 
Date Collected: 20-May-03 Run ID. AB030624-3a File Name: abb0630b 
Date Prepared: 24-Jun-03 
Date Analyzed: 30-Jun-03 
Prep SOP: PA1 702 Rev 16 QCBatchlD: AB030624-3-2 
Count Time: 60 minutes 
Basis: Dry Weight 
Result Unlts: pCilg Lab ID: 0306110.6 
CASNO Target Nuclide Result +I-  2 s TPU MDC Lab Qualifier 
14127-62-9 GROSS ALPHA 6.1E+OO +I- 1.4E+00 6.OE-01 
12587-47-2 GROSS BETA 8.1E+00 +I- 1.6E+00 1 .OE+OO LT 
+ Date Printed: Monday. July 14.2003 Paragon Analytics Inc. 
LlMS Version: 4.1128 
Page 6 of 6 
fig55;7 
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
CLOSURE REPORT - CAU S23 
Section Appendix A 
Revision: 0 
Date: November 2003 
I 
- 
Closure Rcpnt - CAW 523 Section: Appendix A 
Revision: 0 
Date: November 2W3 
SAMPLE DELIVERY GROUP 
V2004 
Closure R e m  - CAU 523 
Section: Appendix A 
Revision: 0 
Date: November 2003 
c 
c 
L 
d 
3 
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
c 
I 
Lionville Laboratory. Inc. 
INORGANICS DATA SUMMARY REPORT 07/10/03 
,CLIENT BECHTEL NEVADA Y2004 
X0F.I: ORDER. 60052-001-001-0001-00 
SPNPLE SITE ID ANALYTE 
iilliiiiiiiiii.liili D.lii31-l..ii.ilFllilii 
-001 122220.1 Silver. Total 
&-manic. T o t a l  
Barium. Total 
Cadmium. Total 
Chromium, Total 
Mercury, Total 
Lead, Total 
Selenium. Total 
LVL LOT *: 03071738 
REPORTING 
RESULT UNITS LIMIT 
=-=i.==s =I=-== -=.-=-=*-= 
0.12 Y MG/KG 0.12 
1 e MG/KG 0.33 
7 8 . 6  MG/KG 0 . 0 2  
0 . 0 5  MG/KG 0 . 0 4  
3.3 MG/KG 0.10 
0.02 Y MG/KG 0.02 
0.12 u MG/KG 0.42 
17.2 MG/KG 0.23 
DILUTION 
PACTUR 
IF=-*=-= 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
I 
1 4  
I 
c 
a 0  a 3  .3 a, 
I 
a, 
U 
s 
2 
w m  ul 0 %  
4 0  3 o m  
==l,> 
0 
m m  
O H A ~  
d 0 %  
o i l  . 
3 % 
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-3 
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o E  
A s 4  a 0  
E W  m c  c o n  
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! 9 & &  
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i 
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> m m  
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O O O O N O f f l  l n m L n m o m l n f f l r n r n  r n r n  r n m o o m m  
3 3 3 4  3 m d 3 m d d  LD m m m m 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
o o o o f f l o f f l m L n * r n m o m m f f l m f f l r n f f l L n m ~ r n o o r n m m  
d d i 3  rl rl 4 3  
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r l r l r l r l m - v )  w w w w r l l ~ w w w w  w w  w w r l r l w w  
3 3 r l 3 N r l  rl rl * m 3 3  rl 
m m m 0 
3 
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2 C 
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rl 
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II 
I/ 
II 
11 
I1 
II 
3 
II 
dp e\- OW dp dp o\o w dp 3 o\o 3 dp 3 3 3 3 ow 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 OQ 3 3 3 *w 3 3 3 3 
I1 
II 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0 0  
r r * I o m o  i i m m m m p . m m m m m m m m m m m m r n m m m m m m n a  w w m w w ~  ~ ~ ~ m w m m m m m m w m m m m m m m m m m n w m m m m  
!I 
II 
II 
dp o\o s\o * de OY, z 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
m 
E 
u 
.d 
.3 
d 
8 z a, 
5 3 d D r  a o o r l  a J u c c u  c c w a ,  
a , a , c z 4  
d a a a a  
Y u 0 o w  .c X 3 A  0 a u . c . c  
d o  !+ U . 3  
c c  I u u w m  
.3 
c 3  a o o o w  !+ b4 
m o u u a ,  c !+ 4 .3 5 
a m .  - 8  
? X * *  w .  - I 1  
N X N N *  
c 
.- 
3 3 3 3 3 3 dp 3 & 3 dp 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 dp 3 3 3 3 3 do 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
m ~ m m m ~ m d d m m m m o d d m m m c m m m m m m m m n m m m m m m m m m  
m . m m m m m m m m m ~ m m m m m m m m m ~ m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  
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L i o n v i l l a  L a b o r a t o q .  Inc 
INORGANICS DATA SUIIMARY REPORT 0 7 / 2 9 / 0 3  
CLIENT: EECHTEL NEVADA V2029  LVL WT 1: 03071937 
WORK ORDER: 60052-001-001-0001-00 
REPORTING D I L W I O N  
SAE1PLE S I T E  I D  W Y T E  RESULT U N I T S  LIMIT FACTOR 
=--==== li-iiliS.Fii==--i -.==..-=--=------==---= ==i===== ==-== ========= 
-002  202227-4  L e a d ,  TCLP L e a c h a t e  3 8 . 5  Y UG/L 3 8 . 5  1.0 I 
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l5 
U m 
CLIENT BECHTEL NEVADh Y2038  
L’ORK ORDER : 60052-001 -001-0001-00 
Lionvillr Laboratow. Inc. 
INOPGM?ICS DhT.iE. SUMMMY REPORT 08/13/03 
-002 202601-2 
-003 202601-3 
-004 202601-4 
Lead. Total 
Lead. Total 
Lead, Total 
LVL LOT Y :  0307L018 
REPORTING DILUTION 
RESULT UNITS LIMIT FACTOR 
=====.== ======== 
6 .6 MGJKG 0 . 2 2  1.0 
8.6 MGIKG 0.23 
7.2 MG/KG 0.18 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
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I 
B-1 
Sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
Closure V d c a t i o n  Date 7/31/2003 
CAUNmber: 523 
CAS Nnmber: 12-22-20 
CASDaerlption: Drum 
Sector Dw&nalion: NTS Scctor F 
Elcwtbo: 1,682 meters (m) 
Northing: 4,119,103m(U"MZom 11) E.eting: 574387m(UTMZooeII) 
CoordbuWEkvcltion Data Obtained lirm: Nonh Amaican Datum, 1927. 
Site Access Rollta: Takc Macury Highway nath to Rainkr Mepp Rod. Turn le& (ncdwc8t) on 
Rainier Mesa R a d  MCI proceed to 12-01 Road Turn right(wrth) 00 12-01 Road and folow the si@ to the T-Tunnel portal. There is a lockcdbarricadc just PO you naeh the portal UCL Tbe I. J. and K- 
Tunnelrarc louted QI the ridge wrthccutofthekrricade. Nois: The sits is loatcd in a n d i d v c  
Site General L0f.W Nevada Test Site, T-Tunael Pond 1w 
h t i t n d ~  37.21726 b~@m -1 16.16162 
conuminatilm alw. coatpctNNsAENxx:nt5-0015 aod Rad safe fasatry leq- 
I I &w-tw.rtrTgpc' W.stcItem(s)orbinrllyatSite 
.-:. 
B-2 
1 
Houpekecping Site &fm Closure Housekeeping Site Afta Closure 
(taken 7/31/2003) (mkcll7/3vMo3) 
cumnt site DsriptiodObearntiolls: The empty drum was dirpoced of in the Area 9 u-loc Luuml as ordiwy waste. The site is currently clear of dl was& matainl. 
A No F'urther Aetlon Reqnired at Homekeeping ate 
\ \ -  6-03 
Date 
LJ r l o L  
S h W d  
B-3 
Sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
ciosure VeMcntion Date: 7/24/2003 
CAUNumber: 523 
CAS Number: 18-22-24 
CAS Deeeription: Bottles - Lithium Bromide 
seetor Designation: NTS Sector G 
HouseLeeping Site General Loation: Nevada Test Site, Area 18 Watcr Sump Shack 
Elentiow 1,719 meters (m) 
N o m  4,113,349m(UTMZone 11) 
Latitude: 37.167 -tude: -116.42478 
CoordhmWEkvation Doto Obtpincd from: North American Datum, 1927. 
Site Aeeees Route: Take Mercury Highway north to Tippipah Highway. Turn left (west) on Tippipah 
Highway and proceed to Pahute Mesa Road. Turn left (west) on Pahute Mesa Road and continue to 
Airpolt Road. Turn left (west) on Airport Road and proceed to Buckboard Mesa Road. Follow 
Buckboard Mesa Rad north to RadSafe Marker (RSM) 104. The site is located 210 ft south of the guard 
E.soing: 551,07Om(UTMZone 11) 
wutc Item(#) OriglMuy at Site 
Lithium Bromide Bottles (not pment). One soil- 
Nled 3-gallon bucket. 
A a b m o h Q c B , S i i n a d m &  Rldi 
Housekeeping Site Before Closure 
(taken 7/24/2003) 
I M i n a r y  
HouSeLapino Site After Closun 
(taken 7/24/2003) 
Current Site DeseriptiodOkrvations: After characterization eampliw the empty bucket was 
disposed of in the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill as ordinary waste. 
\\-6-6 RepaLPpPpda,CEM 
Corrective Action Coordhmtor/Desillnee G ! L  SIgIlablre Date 
-&- No Fhrther Action Requkd at HouoeLeep 
B 4  
r 
I 
?- 
r 
c 
c 
I 
P 
c 
’” 
?- 
sectored Housekeepine Site Closure Veriftcation Form 
B-5 
c 
Sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
closun VeriiIcation Daw 7/24/2003 
CAUNmber: 523 
CASNIUII~~C 19-22-04 
CAS Description: Drums (3) 
Sector Designation: NTS Sector G 
Hoasekeephg Site General Lorption: Nevada Test Site, U-19ay 
Ekvahn: 2.048 meters (m) 
No-. 4,125,845 m (UTM Zone 11) 
coordinrwEkv.tion Data Obtained from: North Amrican Datum, 1927. 
Site Acccss Rwte: Take Mercury Highway north to pshute Mesa Road. Turn kft (west) 00 Pahute Mesa Road snd proceed to Area 19. Turn left (south) on the U-19ay access road and cmtinUe 0.2 mile. 
Site marker "A" is located on the right side of the road. Site marker "B" is I W  150ft further down 
the 4. Site marker "C" is located 600 R north of U-19ay lpound m. 
Easfing: 557.365 m(WM Zoae 11) 
Lotituck 37.27926667 -116.3529167 
Waste Item(n) OriginaUy at Site Apparent Waste Type* 
Thne drum. only several steel rods remained. I None. waste was previously rcmovcd I 
R.db.aive. Mixed. Untoown. Ouwr -r= 
Housekeeping Site Before Closure I Housekeeping Site After Closure (tpLen 7/24/2003) (taken 7/24/ulo3) 
Current Site Dsseription/Obsecvahns: The steel rods wen disposed of in the Area 9 U-lOc Landfill 
as o r d i i  waste. The site is currently clear of all waste material. 
B-6 
B-7 
Sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
Cioauce VerUkatioo Data 7/31/2003 
CAUNmber: 523 
CAS Description: can: Debris 
S c e t o r D e a i g l u ~ N T s ~ O  
HourLecpioO Site General Loation: Nevada Test Site. U-19r 
Elavlltion: 5084 mctar (m) 
No-: 4.123.738 m (VIU Zone 11) 
hthh 37.25999 -116.30243 
Coordl~tc iEkva~n Data Obtained 
C A S m b m  19-22-32 
E.8tinl: 561.857m(WlMZooe11) 
North American Datum, 1927. 
Site Afecss Roub Take Mmury Highway north toPahuteMceaRa& Turn left(wert)oo pphute Masa Road and prowed toDead Harc Flats R o d .  Tun right (nortbust) on Ded Harc mPtr Rod md 
pnraed 0.75 mile to a dirt d hdhg to tbe U-19rcraUroo tbe right (east). Turn righton thedirt road and proceed 0.05 mile. The site m a r k  is on tbe left (north) ride of the dirt mad 
I 
current site D e s c r i p t h m J S e m ~  The can md debris w a e  dirponcd of in the AM 9 u-loc 
Landill1 as adinuy waste. The site is cmotly clear of all wute  mrta*L. 
No Further Aetion Required at Hoonkecpinp Slte 
8-8 

sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
Closure Veriitertion Dak 7/24/u)(n 
CAUNnmbm 523 
CASNumber: 20-22-10 
CASDeaription: Drum 
ScctorDesIgnation: NTSSectorG 
Hoosekaeping Site General Locatloll: Nevada Test Site, U - m  
Ekvrtioll: 1.993 mten (m) 
N o d ~ b g :  4,121,725 m (UTM Zm 11) 
CoordhatelElevatlon Ihta ObWlKd irOm. Nortb American D.bM. 1927. 
Site A m  Route: Take Mercury Highway north to Tippipah Highway. Turn kft (west) m Tippipah 
Highway and procad to Pahute Mesa Road. Turo left (wut) on Pahutc Mecia Road and pnrcted to 
Airport R o d .  Turn left (west) on Airport Road, which become Buckboard Mesa Rorh and procscd to 
Pahute Mesa Road. Turn right (northeart) m Pahute Mesa Road and travel 1.1 miles to a dirt road 011 the 
right (south). Turn right on the dirt road and continue past an old well and pond site. Rocecd an* 
600 fttothe sitem theeast sideofthed. 
E.stinp: 550.438 rn (UlM Zooe 11) 
Latitauk 37.24253 LW@-: -116.43333 
.- r ' . C  -, 11 
I originalRHEcoPhoto I Hwsdrcepinp Site ARer Closure I (taken 11/5/1990) (taLSn7/24/20(333 
Current Site DacriptlodObcrcntioas: No waste remaioed at this rite during the PreliiminUy 
Assessment or the Bechtel Nevada closure activities. The site is cunmtly clear of all waste material. 
No Further Action Required st Hon~ekeeping Si 
(IHb-3 
Ihte 
bJ!bL I 
corrcetlve Action C3mdimttor/Deslgnee stplu 
B-10 
B-1 1 
,.. ~ . ,  . . . _.. 
Sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
Closure Verification Datc: 7/3 lluxn 
CAUNumber: 523 
CAS Number: 20-22-27 
CAS Description: Bucket 
seftor Designation: NTS sector G 
Housekeeping Site General h t i o n :  Nevada Test Site, Arca 20 Wakr Sump 
Elevation: 1,996 meters (m) 
Northing: 4,125,935 m (UTM Zone 11) 
Caordln8wQcvrtion Data Obtained from: North Americas Datum, 1927. 
Site Acase Routc. Take Mercury Highway north to Tippipah Highway. Turn left (west) on Tippipah 
Highway and proceed to Pahute Mesa Road. Turn left (west) 00 Pahute MesaRoad and proceed to 
RadSafe Marker (RSM) P-106. Turn north on tbe dirt mad just past the guard rail and continue toa large 
wooden shack Water Well #9). The site is 120 ft east of the wooden shack. 
552.635m(UTMZone11) 
Latitn& 37.28036 mtuac:  -116.40627 
Howkeeplng Slte & f a  Closure Housekeeping Site After Closure 
(taken 7/31/2003) (taken 7/3 1/2003) 
Current Site DescriptiodObswvations: The buckets and drum were disposed of in the Ana 9 U-lOc 
Landfill as ordinary waste. The site is currently clear of all waste material. 
B-12 
8-13 
. . . - .  ." . ~ . .  . , .  ,. .. , 1_ . . ,. -_.. ... ~, , -  ~ ~ ; 
t 
sectored Housekeeping Site Closure Verification Form 
Closure VerUicalion Dato: 7/31/2003 
CAUNumber: 523 
CAS Number: 20-22-29 
C A s k I + p t i o ~ ~  Bucket 
Sector Designation: NTS Sector 0 
HouScLeepIng Site General Locotion: Nevada Test Site, U-Ular 
Ekvation: 1,938 meters (m) 
Northing: 4,128,993 m (UTM Zone 11) 
CoordinrWEltvrtion Data Obtained hpm: North Amcrican D.tum. 1927. 
Site Access Route: Take Mercury Highway north to Pahute Mesa Road. Tum kft (west) on Mute Mesa Road and proceed to Airport Road. Turn left (west) on Airport Road, which tumc into Buckboard Mesa Road. and proceed to pllhute Mesa Road. Tun right (norhast) on Mute Mesa Road and proceed 
to 20.01 Road. at the southend of the Area U,Camp. Tum Ieft(n0rtheast)on 20-01 Road and proceed 
4.4 miles past M Road and J Road, toward the U-Ularcrater. The bucket and site markerue on the left 
side of the rood, near a high voltage power line. 
E.stioc: 546.489m(Ul'MZooe 11) 
htitudc: 37.30825 Lollgitudc: -116.4754 
w.dc ItUU(S) 8t A p p r w t w . d c w  
0neintactbketOfip.erwr. Otber, Hydmcarboa Waste. 
~ p c B . s l l n p b l c . ~  ~ v & ~ ~ o p l c r  
LI 
Housekeeping Site Befm Closure HouseLeepino Site After Closure 
(taken 7/31/2003) (taken 7/31/2003) I 
Current Site D e s e r i p t i o d O b :  The bucket was disposed of in the A m  6 Hydnrarboo 
Landfill as hydrocarbon wate. The site in cumntly clear of 111 waste mpterial. 
A No Further Action RcputFed et HiscLeeping Site 
s1gMturc Date 
B-14 
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Nv.18 (Rw. 0712002l 
m e r  Edilimr Obdele 
NV-2003-006 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY ADMINISTRATION NEVADA OPERATIONS OFFICE 
NEPA ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST 
FOLLOW ATTACHED PROCEDURES FOR COMPLETING CHECKLIST I Date 
A. ProjecVActivity Title (Attach a brief description of proposed project) 
CAUs 176, 346,350,351,352 & 523 Housekeeping Sites ClosurelCleanup Activities 
Project Location 
NTS, Various Areas 
NNSNNV Line Management Organization 
11/27/02 (Amended W303) 
Proposed By (If other than NNSNNV) 
NNSAlNV ProjecffProgram Manager 
Environmental Restoration Division 
Anticipated Start Date 
1 Kevin Cabble 
I DOWHQ Program Office (If applicable) 
Yes ' X (complete Sections C, D, and E) No (complete Sections D. E, and F) 
C. This project/activity is included in the NTS ElSlROD (or other NEPA document) under the following section and page 
number: 
D. Does the proposed projecffactivity require any local, state, or federal permits or 
NTS EIS Volume 1. Appendix A. A.3.1.3 -Environmental Restoation Pmgram: industrial Sites Project 
notifications? Yes No - 
E. Does the proposed projecffactivity relate to the FFCA or FFACO agreements? Yes X No - 
F. If, based on the project description and the preliminary environmental considerations noted above, the proposed 
action fits within a class of action listed in Subpart D of 10 CFR 1021, write in the space below. the paragraph 
number and short title from the appropriate table of contents of Subpart D. Appendix B, C, or D, for a CX. EA, or 
€IS. If the proposed action does not fit within any class of action, write "Not Listed" below. 
:7 
70 
- 
3 -- -- .. -* - - - i. . G. NEPA COMPLIANCE OFFICER DETERMINATION OR RECOMMENDATION: - - 
I have determined that the proposed action as described in Item A above, has been adequately addressedtor 
the purpose of NEPA in the NTS EIS. No further analysis or documentation is required pursuant to NEPA 
I. .-~"".I-"uu 
CAUS 176,346,350,351,352 a 523: HOUSEKEEPING SITES CLOSURE~CLEANUP ACTIVITIES 
Project Description 
All CAUs are housekeeping sites, located at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). CAU 176 is located in Areas 5 and 6 and 
consists of four Corrective Action Sites (CASs). CAU 346 is located in Areas 8 and 10 and consists of 13 CASs. CAU 350 
is located in Area 15 and consists of nine CASs. CAU 351 is located in Areas 18 and 30 and consists of six CASs. CAU 
352 is located in Areas 19 and 20 and consists of 14 CASs. CAU 523 is located in Areas 4, 12, 16, 18, 19, and 20 and 
consists of 18 CASs. 
The purpose of this project is to remove the various debris located at each CAS. A detailed list of the CASs and 
descriptions is provided in the FFACO (1996). Each CAU is listed below, with a brief description of the types of debris 
present in the CASs. 
CAU 176 
Includes two small vacuums, an automotive battery, oil can, 330-gallon tank filled with sanitary trash, and scrap wood and 
metal. The vacuums and possibly the wood and metal debris are radioactive. 
CAU 346 
The majority of debris at the CASs comprising CAU 346 appear to be drums filled with concrete that have electrical cables 
running out from the concrete and extending to various boreholes. Other debris include hoses, scrap metal, wood debris, 
cables, wire, etc. Portions of these wastes may be radioactive. 
CAU 350 
Wastes at lhese CASs include metal and wood debris, empty fuel cans, several tins that are labelled "Blasting Caps," a 
deteriorated dry cell battery, and a gas cyiinder approximately 4 fl x 1 ft. None of the wastes are radiological, but the 
blasting cap tins and gas cylinder may be hazardous or toxic. 
CAU 351 
The majority of debris at these CASs includes dry cell batteries. Other waste includes wood, metal and glass debris, and 
two rusted, green jeeps. Some of the waste may be radioactive and or hazardous/toxic. 
CAU 352 
Debris includes a transformer, wood, rusted metal pipes, PVC pipes, chunks of concrete, broken batteries, empty cans 
and drums, and lead pellets. There is also a black stained area at one of the locations. 
Debris includes wood, rusted metal pipes, broken batteries, aerosol carts, a grease bucket, lead pellets. and empfy cans 
CAU 523 
and dNmS. 
Environmental Considerations 
1. Noise levels: Elevated noise levels may result from the operation of a backhoe and/or loader equipment. Personnel not 
directly involved with operation of this equipment will be kept back at least 15 feet while equipment is in use. The 
equipment operator will follow the instructions as directed in the Site Specific Health and Safety Plan. 
3. ExDlosives: Several tins marked "Blasting Caps" will be exploded in place. The certified blaster will direct all operations 
while during this phase of the cleanup. 
4. PetroleurnlFuel Storaae Use: Heavy equipment on site will use petroleum fuel. No fuel will be stored on site outside of 
the equipment. Absorbent pads will be used if equipment appears to be leaking petroleum. 
6. Hazardousfloxic Substances: Several sites contain lead, PCB or TPH-impacted andlor sanitary waste and soil. No 
other chemical hazards are known to exist. Personnel will be required to follow the safety procedures outlined in the Site 
Specific Health and Safely Plan and Job Hazard Analysis. Wastes will be disposed of either on the NTS or offsite, 
depending on analysis results. 
7. Solid Waste: Any solid waste that may be generated from project activities will be disposed of at the NTS in a 
designated landfill. 
- 
NV-2003-006 
9. Radioactive Materials: Several sites are in a URMA. CA. or RMA. Radiologically-impacted soil and manufactured items 
in these areas may require disposal at either the Area 3 or Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Site. 
12. Utility Svstems (PCBs): Two sites contain transformers which are potentially contaminated with PCBs. These will be 
disposed of as PCB waste if found to contain PCBs. Personnel will be required to follow the safety procedures outlined in 
the Site Specific Health and Safety Plan and Job Hazard Analysis. 
13. Environmental Restoration Site: These sites are included in the FFACO as Corrective Action Unit 176. 346, 350, 351, 
352. and 523. (See Project Description). 
15. Surface Disturbance/Excavation: No excavations are planned. Equipment will travel off-road on previously disturbed 
areas. Equipment will also be used to help remove surface debris. 
16. CulturaVHistoric Resources: Several sites contain equipment and debris of mining activities which occurred before the 
Nevada Test Site was removed from the public domain. These artifacts will be left undisturbed. 
CAUS 176,346,350,351,352 6 523 : HOUSEKEEPING SITES CLOSURWCLEANUP ACTIVITIES 
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CAS 12-30-16: MANHOLE FOR GAS/AIR LINE 
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OUNSO 
istribuiion: 
sriginal io Project File 
opy lo Project Manager 
QPY to Preparer 
TELECON 
0 MEETING Record of 
Project Name Number cost Code I I 
Reed J. Poderis 
Environmental Restoration 
Shaw Environmental. inc. 
0 Other Distribution (By Preparer) Prepared by (Signature): 
Date: 
June 9,2003 
Time I 10:M)A.M 
m e r  Partidpants - NamelLocationlRepresenting: 
None 
'pic: Manhole at CAU 523, CAS 12-3016 
CAU 523 CAS 12-3016 581 1 AH10 
CALL FROM =NAME: Ronald Baugh 
CALLTO W BN Site Superintendant 
~ ~ 
CALL FROM WNAME Reed Poderis 
CALLTO 0 BN Envimnmsntal Restoration 
Telephone Number: 702.2956737 
Company Name: Bechtet Nevada 
Addrass: Nevada Test Site 
City: Mercury 
State: Nevada IZbCode: _ -  
~ ~~ ~~ ~ 
Summary (Decisions 8 Speddc Actions Required by Named Persons): 
The manhole identified in the FFACO as CAU 523. CAS 12-30-16 is an airhawurn release valve which is located on me deactivated 12-2 Water 
Transmission Line mat runs fmm Area 12 to Area 2. The manhole is a u t i l i  and merefore should not be mnsidered wasie. It is a180 relaied to a water line and merefore no envimnmenw hazards are assodated with me line itSelf or the release valve, 
Mr. Baugh stated that me manhole andor valve assemble may not be removed as it is utility propew. The valve itaelf is identified on the attached As-Buin 
diagrams and summariled below: 
JSM)2-083-C3.1 Site Plan (depicts me overall plan view of me water line. 
JS-002-08366 Plan 8 Pmfile. 30+W to SO& (depicts the pertinent Seaion as well as the valve location ihelf) 
JS-002-083613.1 Details (depicts the layout of a typical airtvacuum release valve and associated manhole, 
Copies of the relevant diagrams were obtained and are attached. 
~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
Required Action: 
As this CAS is not mnsidered by the Utility Department to be waste, it should be removed fmm me FFACO and be exempt from the deanup activities for 
CAU 523. 
....*I.. 
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*Provide copy of initial distribution of all revisions; others receive NDEP-approved revision 
only. 
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection 
Paul Liebendorfer 
Bureau of Federal Facilities 
Division of Environmental Protection 
333 W. Nye Lane, Room 138 
Carson City, NV 89706-0866 
Donald Elle 
Bureau of Federal Facilities 
Division of Environmental Protection 
1771 E. Flamingo Rd., Suite 121-A 
Las Vegas, NV 891 19-0837 
U.S. Deaartment of Enerev 
Janet Appenzeller-Wing 
Environmental Restoration Division 
U.S. Department of Energy 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nevada Site Office 
P.O. Box 98518, M / S  505 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518 
Kevin Cabble 
Environmental Restoration Division 
U.S. Department of Energy 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nevada Site Office 
P.O. Box 98518, M / S  505 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518 
Shirley Doty 
Environmental Restoration Division 
U.S. Department of Energy 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nevada Site Office 
P.O. Box 98518, M / S  505 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518 
1 (Controlled)* 
1 (Controlled)* 
1 (Uncontrolled)* 
1 (Uncontrolled)* 
1 (Controlled)* 
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U.S. Department of Enerev (continued) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nevada Site Office 
Southern Nevada Public Reading Facility 
C/O Nuclear Testing Archive 
P.O. Box 98521, M / S  400 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
U.S. Department of Energy 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nevada Site Office 
Technical Library 
P.O. Box 98518 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Scientific and Technical Information 
P.O. Box 62 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0062 
Bechtel Nevada 
Correspondence Control 
Bechtel Nevada 
P.O. Box 98521, M / S  CF008 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
Environmental Management Library 
Bechtel Nevada 
P.O. Box 98521, M / S  NLV080 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
Kevin Campbell 
Bechtel Nevada 
P.O. Box 98521, M / S  NTS306 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
Reed Poderis 
Bechtel Nevada 
P.O. Box 98521, M / S  NTS306 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
i 
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Bechtel Nevada (continued) 
Steve Nacht 
Bechtel Nevada 
P.O. Box 98521, MIS NTS306 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
Allison Urbon 
Bechtel Nevada 
P.O. Box 98521, M / S  NTS306 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
Nve County 
David Swanson 
Nye County 
Department of Natural Resources & Federal Facilities 
1210 East Basin Road, Suite 6 
Pahrump, NV 89060 
State of Nevada 
Manager, Northern Nevada 
WAC0 Public Reading Facility 
Nevada State Library and Archives Federal Publications 
100 North Stewart Street 
Carson City, NV 89701-4285 
Stoller-Navarro 
FFACO Coordinator 
S toller-Navmo 
7710 W. Cheyenne Ave. 
Building 3 
Las Vegas, NV 89129 
Brian Hoenes 
Stoller-Navarro 
7710 W. Cheyenne Ave. 
Building 3 
Las Vegas, NV 89129 
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